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Abstract
We prove a Central Limit Theorem (CLT) for Martin-Lo¨f Random (MLR) sequences. Martin-
Lo¨f randomness attempts to capture what it means for a sequence of bits to be “truly random”.
By contrast, CLTs do not make assertions about the behavior of a single random sequence, but
only on the distributional behavior of a sequence of random variables. Semantically, we usually
interpret CLTs as assertions about the collective behavior of infinitely many sequences. Yet,
our intuition is that if a sequence of bits is “truly random”, then it should provide a “source
of randomness” for which CLT-type results should hold. We tackle this difficulty by using a
sampling scheme that generates an infinite number of samples from a single binary sequence.
We show that when we apply this scheme to a Martin-Lo¨f random sequence, the empirical
moments and cumulative density functions (CDF) of these samples tend to their corresponding
counterparts for the normal distribution.
1 Introduction
The concept of a random binary sequence carries different meanings in different fields. In measure-
theoretic probability theory, it is often defined as a sequence of independent Bernoulli random
variables (with parameter p = 1/2). With this definition, a random sequence considers in some
sense every possible sequence at once, which allows for many different kinds of propositions. Three
of these in particular focus on the running sum of the sequence: The strong law of large numbers
(SLLN), the law of iterated logarithm (LIL), and the central limit theorem (CLT).
In algorithmic information theory however, being random is property that an individual binary
sequence can possess. Many different definitions of randomness have been proposed and compared
(for some examples, see Downey [5, Chapter 6-7]). From the beginning, the SLLN and the LIL have
played a crucial role as a filter for “bad” notions of randomness. For example, the first definition
of sequence randomness was one by von Mises [14] (1919). Von Mises’ idea was that a sequence
was random if all “reasonably selected” infinite subsequences satisfy the law of large numbers,
but he did not provide a formal definition of what a reasonably selected subsequence actually
means. Although Church [3] would later provide such formalism using the then newly developed
computability theory, Ville [13] had already shown that for any reasonable formalization, there
would always be so-called von Mises-random sequences with some rare property, namely that the
proportion of 1s tends to 1/2 much faster than expected. In particular, these sequences would not
satisfy the LIL. Because of this, von Mises’ definition has since been considered too weak to capture
“true” randomness.
In probability theory, both the SLLN and the LIL are statements of the form “the set of all
sequences satisfying property P has measure 1”. It is therefore possible to check if a given sequence
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has property P . The CLT is not of this form, as it is a statement about the convergence of some
cumulative distribution functions (CDFs). Because of this, the CLT has largely been absent in
discussions of algorithmic randomness. In this work, we aim to fill this gap by proving a CLT-like
theorem for individual sequences. This is done by generating an infinite number of samples from
a single sequence and making statements about the collective behavior of these samples. As our
main result, we show that the Martin-Lo¨f random sequences satisfy this CLT, see Theorem 5.2.
By proving a CLT-like result for MLR sequences, we give a new element in support of the Martin-
Lo¨f-Chaitin thesis, which is an informal argument stating that Martin-Lo¨f randomness gives an
appropriate formalization of the minimal properties that a “truly random” binary sequence needs
to fulfill; see Delehaye [4] for an extensive list of arguments in favor of this thesis. While there are
some limitations in the concept of Martin-Lo¨f randomness (see Downey [5]), the fact that MLR
sequences provide an adequate “source of randomness”, such that a CLT-like result holds, does
further support the Martin-Lf-Chaitin thesis.
2 Preliminaries
For an easy-to-understand introduction into recursive functions, Martin-Lo¨f randomness and related
concepts, see for example Shen [11].
Notation and measure theory Unless stated otherwise, a digit or sequence of digits always
refers to a binary digit ∈ {0, 1} or binary sequence of digits. We use bi to denote a binary digit
(i.e., bi ∈ {0, 1}). b1, b2, b3, . . . , bn is a finite sequence of binary digits and b1, b2, b3, . . . an infinite
one, which we will denote as b1:n and b1:∞. Using ω to denote the cardinality of N, define 2{n},
2<ω, and 2ω as respectively the set of all strings of length n, the set of all finite strings, and the
set of all infinite sequences. Any sequence from one of these sets has an associated real number
0.b1b2b3 . . . ∈ [0, 1] (with all tail bits set to zero from some point on for any finite sequence). This
association works essentially in both directions, as for almost all numbers in [0, 1] this expansion
is unique. Let x = b1, b2, b3, . . . , bn be a finite string, then |x| denotes the length of this string, in
this case |x| = n. The cylinder of x, Ωx ⊂ 2ω is the set of all infinite sequences starting with x
(having prefix x). Recall that the Lebesgue measure λ on [0, 1] coincides with the fair coin-tossing
measure, defined by the equality λ(Ωx) = 2
−|x| for all strings x.
Computability Theory Informally, we call a function f recursive if there is an algorithm which
computes f , meaning that if a is some valid input for f , then this algorithm will on input a give
f(a) as output. A set A (of strings, numbers, . . .) is called recursively enumerable (r.e.) if there is
an algorithm which enumerates the elements of A. This algorithm may run indefinitely, as long as
any given element of A is eventually enumerated. Lastly, let a1:∞ be a sequence of numbers which
converges to some limit a, then we say that a1:∞ has computable modulus of convergence if there
is some algorithm which on any rational input ǫ > 0, outputs an N ∈ N such that |an − a| < ǫ for
any n ≥ N . If instead a1:∞ diverges to +∞, then the modulus of convergence outputs N on input
M such that an > M for all n ≥ N .
Martin-Lo¨f randomnessWe use the original definition of Martin-Lo¨f [7]: A set U = Ωx1∪Ωx2∪. . .
is effectively open if the set of strings {x1, x2, . . .} is recursively enumerable. A sequence of effectively
open sets U1:∞ is called uniformly r.e. if there is a recursive function g such that g(i) outputs an
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enumeration {x1, x2, . . .} where Ui = Ωx1 ∪ Ωx2 ∪ . . .. A Martin-Lo¨f test is then a uniformly r.e.
sequence U1:∞ such that λ(Ui) ≤ 2−i. Finally, a sequence is Martin-Lo¨f random (MLR) if it is
not contained in the intersection
⋂
i Ui of any Martin-Lo¨f test (we say that it passes all Martin-Lo¨f
tests).
3 Sequence-based variables
In this section, we formally describe how we will generate infinitely many samples from a single
infinite sequence. Of course, these samples should come to resemble those from a normal distribution
ever more closely to have any chance for a CLT-like result.
We start by defining the concept of a Sequence-Based Variable, or SBV for short:
Definition 3.1. A sequence-based variable X is a measurable function 2ω → R. A pair of functions
(I, f) is called a representation of X if X = f ◦ I, where I : 2ω → 2{N} : (b1, b2, b3, . . .) 7→
(bi1 , bi2 , . . .), (N ∈ N or {N} = ω) and f : 2{N} → R. The function I in such a representation is
referred to as a selection function and set of the indices {i1, i2, . . .} as the selected indices.
A first example of an SBV X is simply the sum of the first n digits of a sequence:
b1 b2 b3 . . . bn︸ ︷︷ ︸
X=b1+b2+...+bn
bn+1 bn+2 . . . .
Any SBV has of course many different representations (we can always add extra inputs to f or
change the order of the selected indices). However, one obvious representation for our example
above is (I, f) where I simply selects the first n digits in order and f is the function of arity n that
adds its inputs.
While perhaps a trivial definition, SBVs inherit all concepts related to random variables by applying
them to a sequence of i.i.d. Bernoulli RV (as an example, the SBV defined above inherits a binomial
distribution B(n, 1/2)). Hence, we can talk about independent SBVs, the expectation of an SBV,
etc. We also have the following properties:
• If two SBVs have representations such that sets of the selected indices are disjoint, then these
SBVs are independent.
• If X is an SBV with representation (I, f) and f has finite arity n, then
E [X] =
∑
(b1,b2,...,bn)∈2{n}
1
2n
f(b1, b2, . . . , bn),
which demonstrates that changing the selection function does not change the expectation.
For an SBV X, we will use X to denote both the true SBV (the function) as well as the output of
applying X to a specific sequence b1:∞. It will be clear from context whether X must be seen as a
function or an output of that function.
Now, we look at appropriate SBVs to generate our samples. Recall the CLT (see for example
Feller [6, p244]): Let X1:∞ be a sequence of iid (independent and identically distributed) random
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variables with mean µ and variance σ2 and let Φ be the CDF of the standard normal distribution
(mean 0 and variance 1). Letting Sn = X1 +X2 + . . .+Xn, then for any a ∈ R,
P
(
Sn − nµ
σ
√
n
< a
)
→ Φ(a),
often written as Sn−nµ
σ
√
n
D−→ N(0, 1).
In case the Xi are Bernoulli random variables with parameter p = 1/2, the statement becomes
2Sn−n√
n
D−→ N(0, 1). Based on this, we use the following set of SBVs to generate our samples1:
b1︸︷︷︸
X1=
2b1−1√
1
b2 b3︸ ︷︷ ︸
X2=
2(b2+b3)−2√
2
b4 b5 b6︸ ︷︷ ︸
X3=
2(b4+b5+b6)−3√
3
b7 b8 b9 b10︸ ︷︷ ︸
X4=
2(b7+b8+b9+b10)−4√
4
b11 . . .︸ ︷︷ ︸
X5=...
, (1)
always using n digits in the definition of Xn. We will act as if these Xi are our random samples
from some distribution. Let D̂k be the empirical distributions of the first k samples X1, . . . ,Xk
(assigning probability 1/k to any outcome Xi). In Section 4, we show that for almost all sequences,
the empirical moments of these distributions converge to the corresponding moments of the normal
distribution. Formally, we will show that almost surely,
E
[
D̂mk
]
=
Xm1 +X
m
2 + . . .+X
m
k
k
→ νm, as k →∞, for all m ∈ N0, (2)
where νm denotes the m-th moment of the standard normal distribution (see Papoulis [9, p148]):
νm =
{
0 if m is odd,
(m− 1)!! if m is even2. (3)
We use the notation E instead of E to stress that E
[
D̂mk
]
is an SBV, not a number. Only when we
apply the Xi to a fixed sequence, does D̂k become a random variable.
As explained later in Section 4, if (2) holds for a given sequence, then the corresponding empirical
distribution functions F̂k defined as
F̂k(t) =
1{X1≤t} +1{X2≤t} + . . . +1{Xk≤t}
k
, t ∈ R (4)
will converge uniformly to the CDF of the standard normal distribution. Note that for any k and
t, F̂k(t) is an SBV.
In Section 5, we revisit these proofs to show that if the original sequence is Martin-Lo¨f random, the
corresponding empirical moments and distribution function always converge. This is summarized
in Theorem 5.2. Finally in Section 6, we discuss some alternatives to the sampling method shown
in (1).
1There are of course many alternatives to this particular set of SBVs, some of which are briefly discussed in Section
6.
2(m− 1)!! denotes the double factorial: (m− 1)!! = (m− 1) · (m− 3) · (m− 5) · . . . · 3 · 1.
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4 Almost sure convergence of moments and distribution function
In this section, we consider only the probability theory setting, so (1), (2) and (4) can simply be
regarded as definitions of some random variables based on a set of independent Bernoulli random
variables. To prove the almost sure convergence of the moments (2), we use a version of the SLLN
due to Kolmogorov.
Theorem 4.1 (Kolmogorov’s SLLN). Let (Xn : n ∈ N) be a sequence of independent random
variables with finite averages µn and variances σ
2
n. If µn → µ for some µ ∈ R and
∑
k k
−2σ2k <∞,
then
X¯n → µ a.s. as n→∞, (5)
with X¯n =
1
n
∑
i≤nXi.
The complete proof can be found in Sen [10, p67], with one key difference: Usually, the condition
µn → µ is not present and the theorem simply states that
X¯n − µ¯n → 0 a.s. as n→∞, (6)
where µ¯n =
1
n
∑
i≤n µi. To show that (5) and (6) are equivalent when µn → µ, we require the
following lemma.
Lemma 4.2. Let µ1:∞ be a converging sequence with limit µ. For any n ∈ N, let µ¯n = 1n
∑
i≤n µi,
then the sequence µ¯1:∞ also converges to µ.
While the proof of this lemma is an easy exercise, we give it explicitly at the end of this section,
together with the proof of Theorem 4.1. This is done because the details of these proofs will become
relevant when proving Theorem 5.1.
We will, for any m ∈ N0, apply Theorem 4.1 to the sequence Xm1 ,Xm2 , . . . where the Xi are the
ones defined in (1) to show that (2) holds. However, before we can apply the theorem, we need
some knowledge on the expectation and variance of the Xmi .
Note that the SBVs in (1) can also be defined by first transforming the original sequence b1:∞ into
a Rademacher sequence r1:∞ by the equation ri = 2bi − 1 (replacing any 0s with −1s) and then
defining
r1︸︷︷︸
X1=
r1√
1
r2 r3︸ ︷︷ ︸
X2=
r2+r3√
2
r4 r5 r6︸ ︷︷ ︸
X3=
r4+r5+r6√
3
r7 r8 r9 r10︸ ︷︷ ︸
X4=
r7+r8+r9+r10√
4
r11 . . .︸ ︷︷ ︸
X5=...
. (7)
Hence, we use the following lemma, which will allow us to use Theorem 4.1.
Lemma 4.3. Let ri be iid Rademacher distributed and define Sn = r1 + r2 + . . . + rn. Then for
any fixed m ≥ 1,
E[Smn ] =
{
0 if m is odd,
(m− 1)!! · nm/2 +O
(
n
m
2
−1
)
if m is even.
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The proof of this lemma is given at the end of this section, as we first demonstrate how it applies
to our situation. Letting Xi as always denote the SBVs in (1) (and alternatively (7)),
E [Xmn ] = E
[(
r1 + . . .+ rn√
n
)m]
=
0 if m is odd,(m− 1)!! +O( 1
n
)
if m is even.
(8)
Hence, we can see that these expectations converge to the moments of the standard normal dis-
tribution. This fact alone can be proven much more easily, but (8) also gives a computable upper
bound on the error, which will be crucial in Section 5. Using this expression, it can also be seen
that the variance VarXmn converges to (2m− 1)!! if m is odd and to (2m− 1)!!− [(m− 1)!!]2 if m is
even. In particular, the variances remain bounded and hence
∑
k k
−2VarXmk <∞. Thus, we may
apply Theorem 4.1 to the sequence Xm1:∞., which finally implies that (2) holds almost surely.
Next, consider one of the sequences b1:∞ for which (2) holds. We show that for such a sequence
the empirical distribution function converges uniformly to Φ. This result follows directly from the
following theorem.
Theorem 4.4. The following statements hold
1. The standard normal distribution is completely determined by its moments, meaning that if
some r.v. X has the same moments as the standard normal distribution, then X ∼ N(0, 1).
2. Suppose that the distribution of X is determined by its moments, that the Xn have moments
of all orders, and that limn E[X
m
n ] = E[X
m] for m = 1, 2, . . .. Then Xn
D−→ X.
3. Let Xn,X be random variables such that Xn
D−→ X and let Fn, F respectively denote their
CDF. If F is continuous, then
sup
x
|Fn(x)− F (x)| → 0 as n→∞.
Indeed, for such a fixed sequence, the empirical distributions D̂n form a sequence of random vari-
ables whose moments converge to those of the normal distribution. Hence, we can apply Theorem
4.4 to find that F̂n → Φ uniformly. As this holds for almost all sequences b1:∞, we have
µ
{
b1:∞ ∈ 2ω | sup
t
|F̂n(t)− Φ(t)| → 0
}
= 1, (9)
where F̂n(t) is understood as the output of the SBV F̂n(t) on input b1:∞. The proof of Statements
1 and 2 can be found in Billingsley [1, Ex. 30.1 & Thm 30.2]. Statement 3 is proven in Chow
[2, p260]. An alternative proof of the pointwise convergence of F̂n(t) can be found by applying
Theorem 4.1 to the random variables 1{Xk≤t}.
We end this section with the proofs of Theorem 4.1, Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.3.
Proof of Theorem 4.1, based on Sen [10]. Let Tk =
∑
n≤k(Xn − µn) and T0 = 0. We start by
proving the following inequality:
P
(
max
M≤k≤N
1
k
|Tk| > t
)
≤ 1
t2
[
1
M2
(
M∑
k=1
σ2k
)
+
N∑
k=M+1
k−2σ2k
]
. (10)
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This inequality is a direct consequence of the Ha´jek-Re`nyi inequality (see Sen [10, Thm 2.3.9]),
where c1 ≥ c2 ≥ c3 ≥ . . . are positive constants:
P
(
max
1≤k≤n
ck|Tk| > t
)
≤ 1
t2
n∑
k=1
c2kσ
2
k. (11)
Indeed, set ck = 1/k and let X
′
k be the sequence of RV defined as
X ′k =

0 if k < M,
TM =
∑
n≤M(Xn − µn) if k =M,
Xk if k > M.
Defining T ′k in the obvious way, note that T
′
k = 0 if k < M and T
′
k = Tk if k ≥ M . Hence, by
applying (11) to the X ′k, we obtain
P
(
max
M≤k≤N
1
k
|Tk| > t
)
= P
(
max
1≤k≤n
1
k
|T ′k| > t
)
≤ 1
t2
[
1
M2
VarX ′M +
N∑
k=M+1
k−2σ2k
]
=
1
t2
[
1
M2
(
M∑
k=1
σ2k
)
+
N∑
k=M+1
k−2σ2k
]
.
Next, let for any k ≥ 1 Dk =
∑
n≥k n
−2σ2n. Note that by assumption, D1 =
∑
n n
−2σ2n < ∞ and
hence, D1:∞ is a bounded decreasing sequence with limkDk = 0. Also,
1
M2
M∑
k=1
σ2k =
1
M2
M∑
k=1
k2[Dk −Dk+1] ≤ 1
M2
M∑
k=1
(2k − 1)Dk.
Since M−2
∑M
k=1(2k − 1) → 1 and Dk → 0, it is easy to show that the rhs (right-hand side)
converges to 0 and hence, so does the lhs (left-hand side). Finally, we can show that X¯k → µ
almost surely. Fix ǫ > 0 and note that by the triangle inequality, |X¯k − µ| > ǫ implies that either
|X¯k − µ¯k| > ǫ/2 or |µ¯k − µ| > ǫ/2. By Lemma 4.2, we know that µ¯k → µ and hence |µ¯k − µ| < ǫ/2
for sufficiently large k. Thus, for such a k, this implies that
P
(|X¯k − µ| > ǫ) ≤ P (|X¯k − µ¯k| > ǫ
2
)
= P
(
1
k
|Tk| > ǫ
2
)
.
In the following, assume M is always large enough so that |µ¯k − µ| < ǫ/2 for all k ≥M . Using the
previous argument simultaneously for all k between M and some N , we find that
P
(
max
M≤k≤N
|X¯k − µ| > ǫ
)
≤ P
(
max
M≤k≤N
1
k
|Tk| > ǫ
2
)
≤ 4
ǫ2
[
1
M2
(
M∑
k=1
σ2k
)
+
N∑
k=M+1
k−2σ2k
]
.
Letting N tend to infinity and keeping M fixed gives
P
(
sup
k≥M
|X¯k − µ| > ǫ
)
≤ 4
ǫ2
[
1
M2
(
M∑
k=1
σ2k
)
+DM+1
]
.
Now, for any ǫ > 0 the rhs tends to 0 as M →∞, thus X¯k → µ almost surely.
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Proof of Lemma 4.2. First of all, note that since µn → µ, the sequence |µn − µ| is bounded. Take
D ∈ R such that |µn − µ| < D for all n ∈ N. Fix any ǫ > 0 and M such that |µn − µ| < ǫ/2 for all
n ≥M . Next, let N be large enough such that MDN < ǫ2 and N > M , then for any n ≥ N , we have
|µ¯n − µ| ≤ 1
n
n∑
k=1
|µn − µ| = 1
n
M∑
k=1
|µn − µ|+ 1
n
n∑
k=M+1
|µn − µ|
<
MD
n
+
n−M
n
ǫ
2
<
MD
N
+
ǫ
2
< ǫ,
which shows that µ¯n → µ.
Proof of Lemma 4.3. The case where m is odd is trivial: Note that the distribution of Sn (and
therefore Smn ) is completely symmetric around 0. Hence E[S
m
n ] = 0.
Now for the case where m is even: Using the multinomial theorem (Spiegel [12, p3]), we find
Smn =(r1 + r2 + . . . + rn)
m
=
∑
k1+k2+...+kn=m
(
m
k1, k2, . . . , kn
)
rk11 r
k2
2 . . . r
kn
n ,
where (
m
k1, k2, . . . , kn
)
=
m!
k1! · k2! · . . . · kn! .
Taking expectation, we find
E[Smn ] =
∑
k1+k2+...+kn=m
(
m
k1, k2, . . . , kn
)
E[rk11 ]E[r
k2
2 ] . . .E[r
kn
n ].
Since E[rkii ] is 0 if ki is odd and 1 if ki is even, this simplifies to
E[Smn ] =
∑
k1+k2+...+kn=m
all ki even
(
m
k1, k2, . . . , kn
)
Simplifying the summation such that we only sum over distinct partitions (k1, k2, . . . , kl) ofm yields
E[Smn ] =
∑
p=(k1,k2,...,kl)
partition of m,
all ki even
(
m
k1, k2, . . . , kl
)
K(n)p ,
with
K(n)p = K
(n)
(k1,k2,...,kl)
=
The number of ways we can write k′1 + k
′
2 + . . . + k
′
n = m
where the non-zero terms are exactly the ki.
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While an explicit formula for K
(n)
p is quite cumbersome, we only give the following bounds, which
suffice for the coming discussion:(
n
l
)
≤ K(n)(k1,k2,...,kl) ≤
n!
(n− l)! < n
l.
The lower (resp. upper) bound is achieved by assuming that all the ki are the same (resp. different).
In particular, K
(n)
p = O(nl) as n→∞.
Note that (k1, k2, . . . , kl) is a partition of m with even coefficients if and only if
(
k1
2 ,
k2
2 , . . . ,
kl
2
)
is
a partition of m2 . Hence
E[Smn ] =
∑
p=(k1,k2,...,kl)
partition of m
2
(
m
2k1, 2k2, . . . , 2kl
)
K
(n)
2p =
m/2∑
l=1
∑
p=(k1,k2,...,kl)
partition of m
2
of length l
(
m
2k1, 2k2, . . . , 2kl
)
K
(n)
2p ,
Note that there is only 1 partition of length l = m/2, namely (1, . . . , 1). In that case, K
(n)
2p =
(
n
m
2
)
.
Hence,
E[Smn ] =
m/2∑
l=1
∑
p=(k1,k2,...,kl)
partition of m
2
of length l
(
m
2k1, 2k2, . . . , 2kl
)
K
(n)
2p
=
(
n
m
2
)
m!
2m/2
+
m/2−1∑
l=1
∑
p=(k1,k2,...,kl)
partition of m
2
of length l
(
m
2k1, 2k2, . . . , 2kl
)
K
(n)
2p
=
m!(
m
2
)
!2m/2
nm/2 +O
(
n
m
2
−1
)
=(m− 1)!! · nm/2 +O
(
n
m
2
−1
)
.
5 Convergence of moments and distribution function for all Martin-
Lo¨f sequences
Now that we have a CLT-like statement that holds almost surely, we can check whether or not all
MLR sequences satisfy this statement. As expected they do, as shown in this section.
Recall that the convergence (2) was a direct consequence of Theorem 4.1. Therefore, if we can show
a version of this theorem for Martin-Lo¨f random sequences, we will have shown that (2) holds for
all MLR sequences.
This is where the concept of SBVs will be useful. Recall that SBVs can be seen as a special subset
of all random variables, in particular those that can be constructed from a sequence of Bernoulli
random variables (and so we can talk about their expectation, variance etc.). Hence, Theorem 4.1
9
holds in particular if the Xn are SBVs instead of random variables. This adapted theorem would
then be a statement of the form “Almost all sequences have property P”, where P depends on the
choice of the SBVs Xn. The theorem below is then the statement that all Martin-Lo¨f sequences
have this property P .3
Theorem 5.1 (Theorem 4.1 for MLR sequences). Let (Xn : n ∈ N) be a sequence of independent
sequence-based variables with finite averages µn and variances σ
2
n. Assume the following holds
1. µn → µ for some µ ∈ R such that µ1:∞ has a computable modulus of convergence.
2. σ21:∞ is a bounded sequence.
Then for all Martin-Lo¨f random sequences
X¯n → µ as n→∞,
where X¯n =
1
n
∑
i≤nXi.
Note that we added some conditions that weren’t present in Theorem 4.1. The reason for this is
discussed during and after the proof.
Proof. Once again, let µ¯n =
1
n
∑
i≤n µi. From Theorem 4.2, we know that µ¯n → µ and from its
proof, we can see that if µ1:∞ has a computable modulus of convergence, so does µ¯1:∞ (the number
N in the proof of Theorem 4.2 can be explicitly computed from ǫ).
Recall the last inequality shown in the proof Theorem 4.1:
P
(
sup
k≥M
|X¯k − µ| > ǫ
)
≤ 4
ǫ2
[
1
M2
(
M∑
k=1
σ2k
)
+DM+1
]
. (12)
For a given ǫ, this inequality was only valid for large values ofM , namely those such that |µ¯k−µ| <
ǫ/2 for all k ≥ M . Since µ¯1:∞ has a computable modulus of convergence, we can, on input ǫ,
compute M0 such that (12) holds for all M ≥M0.
Let C be a computable number such that σ2k < C for all k, then we have
DM+1 < C
(
π2
6
−
M∑
k=1
1
k2
)
.
Hence, we have a computable upper bound for the lhs of (12), which tends to 0 as M → 0. Now,
we can define an appropriate Martin-Lo¨f test. Consider the set{
b1:∞ ∈ 2ω | sup
k≥M
|X¯k − µ¯k| > ǫ
}
. (13)
This set is effectively open since a sequence b1:∞ in this set iff there is a k such that |X¯k − µ¯k| > ǫ,
and the computation of X¯k uses only a finite prefix b1:m of the original sequence. Now, for any n,
let Un be the set (13) where ǫ = 1/n, M0 such that |µ¯k − µ| < ǫ/2 = 12n and M ≥M0 is such that
the rhs of (12) is smaller than 2−n. Hence, Un has a measure smaller than 2−n and so the Un define
a Martin-Lo¨f test whose intersection contains all sequences for which X¯n 9 µ, which completes the
proof.
3This is not exactly true, as we will strengthen some conditions of Theorem 4.1 and hence restrict the choice of
the SBVs Xn.
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Assumptions 1 and 2 in the formulation of Theorem 5.1 were necessary to find a computable upper
bound for the lhs of (12), which in turn was necessary to define the Un. While these assumptions
could probably be weakened (particularly the second one), our goal is not to state the strongest
possible version of this theorem. Instead, we want to make it easy to see that we can apply this
theorem to the SBVs Xm1:∞ defined in (1), which is what we show now.
Fix m ∈ N and recall the m-th moment νm of the standard normal distribution, see (3). Note that
from (8) it follows that |E [Xmn ]− νm| ≤ C/n for some C ∈ R, where C can depend on m (C = 0
if m is odd). As this bound is computable, Assumption 1 is satisfied. Next, recall that in the
discussion following (8), we noted that the variances of the Xmn remain bounded as n→∞. Hence,
Assumption 2 is also satisfied and so the above theorem applies to the Xm1:∞, which shows that (2)
holds for all MLR sequences.
Finally, recall that Theorem 4.4 states that for any sequence satisfying (2), the corresponding
CDFs F̂k converges uniformly to Φ. For an alternative proof, we can,similarly to before, also apply
Theorem 5.1 directly to the SBVs 1{Xk≤t}.
Hence, we have completed the proof of the following theorem.
Theorem 5.2. Let b1:∞ be a Martin-Lo¨f random sequence and define the sequence X1:∞ as follows
b1︸︷︷︸
X1=
2b1−1√
1
b2 b3︸ ︷︷ ︸
X2=
2(b2+b3)−2√
2
b4 b5 b6︸ ︷︷ ︸
X3=
2(b4+b5+b6)−3√
3
b7 b8 b9 b10︸ ︷︷ ︸
X4=
2(b7+b8+b9+b10)−4√
4
b11 . . .︸ ︷︷ ︸
X5=...
.
Let D̂k be the random variable assigning probability 1/k to any outcome Xi, i = 1, . . . , k and let F̂k
be the corresponding CDF. Then D̂k approximates the normal distribution in the following ways:
1. Let νm denote the m-th moment of the standard normal distribution. Then for every m ∈ N0:
E
[
D̂mk
]
=
Xm1 +X
m
2 + . . .+X
m
k
k
→ νm as k →∞.
In other words, all moments of D̂k converge to the corresponding moments of the standard
normal distribution.
2. The CDFs F̂k converge uniformly to the CDF Φ of the standard normal distribution, i.e.
sup
t
|F̂k(t)− Φ(t)| → 0 as k →∞.
6 Alternative versions of the CLT
Recall that our way of defining the sampling scheme (1) was mostly arbitrary. As the only require-
ment was that the samples resembled 2Sn−n√
n
for some large n, nothing forced us to require that
Xk uses exactly k digits. A slightly more general approach is to let Xk use n(k) digits for some
computable function n : N 7→ N. For example, if n(k) = 2k, the SBVs become
b1 b2︸ ︷︷ ︸
X1=
2(b1+b2)−2√
2
b3 b4 b5 b6︸ ︷︷ ︸
X2=
2(b3+b4+b5+b6)−4√
4
b7 b8 b9 b10 b11 b12︸ ︷︷ ︸
X3=
2(b7+b8+b9+b10+b11+b12)−6√
6
b13 . . .︸ ︷︷ ︸
X4=...
.
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In this section, we consider two cases: n(k) ր ∞ (n(k) → ∞ and n(k) is non-decreasing) and
n(k) = N for some fixed N ∈ N.
n(k)ր∞ : As a generalization of (8), we have
E [Xmk ] =
0 if m is odd,(m− 1)!! +O( 1
n(k)
)
if m is even.
Hence, the averages (and variances) still converge to the same values. As nothing truly changes,
Theorem 5.2 still holds for these SBVs.
n(k) = N : As an example, if N = 4 the SBVs become
b1 b2 b3 b4︸ ︷︷ ︸
X1=
2(b1+b2+b3+b4)−4√
4
b5 b6 b7 b8︸ ︷︷ ︸
X2=
2(b5+b6+b7+b8)−4√
4
b9 b10 b11 b12︸ ︷︷ ︸
X3=
2(b9+b10+b11+b12)−4√
4
b13 . . .︸ ︷︷ ︸
X4=...
.
Of course, the corresponding moments E
[
D̂mk
]
and distribution function F̂k no longer converge
to those of the normal distribution, but instead to those of a normalized binomial distribution.
However, as N tends to infinity, these moments and distribution function themselves tend to those
of the normal distribution function. Hence, we have for all MLR sequences:
lim
N→∞
lim
k→∞
Xm1 +X
m
2 + . . .+X
m
k
k
→ νm, lim
N→∞
lim
k→∞
F̂k(t) = Φ(t) t ∈ R.
Note that the only condition that is required for this version of the CLT, is that the original
sequence b1:∞ is normal. MLR sequences are of course all normal, see for example Pancia [8].
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